Using su(N ) Cartan subalgebra local bases parametrization of density operator ρ, we prove that the Wu-Yang potentials of a general N -level quantum system are completely expressed by SU (N ) gauge transformation. By taking the SU (2) Cartan subalgebra local basis as a local normalized magnetization vector, we find that magnetic skyrmion and Wu-Yang magnetic monopole have the same algebraic structure. Moreover, by taking the adiabatic unitary evolution of magnetization as local gauge transformation, we verify that the Wu-Yang potential of magnetic skyrmions is proportional to the Berry connection, this means that magnetic skyrmion is quasi-magnetic monopole.
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic skyrmions are topological spin configurations in magnetic materials, which usually originate from the chiral Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions(DMI) [1] [2] [3] . Experimentally, there are many methods to create and delete individual magnetic skyrmion at a given position of magnetic materials [4] , which provide important technical support for the potential application of magnetic skyrmions to information storage and processing [4, 5] .
All these methods come from the rotation of the direction of local magnetization but not a displacement of its location [4, [6] [7] [8] . Essentially, in theoretical physics, this kind of rotation of local magnetization can be treated as a local gauge transformation for magnetization [9, 10] . An important property of magnetic skyrmion is the existence of its emergent gauge field, this field is explained as real space Berry connection which generally is derived from adiabatic approximation [11] [12] [13] . So our questions are, what exactly is the relation between Berry connec- * renjr@lzu.edu.cn † Corresponding Author: zhwang17@lzu.edu.cn tion, gauge transformation and adiabatic approximation for SU (2) magnetization in magnetic skyrmions, and whether there exists a general relation for SU (N ) case.
We will find that the SU (N ) gauge transformations are rotation matrices for the general N -level quantum system with any state expressed as density operator ρ. Analogous to the 't Hooft SU (2) gauge-invariant electromagnetic tensor of magnetic monopoles [14] , using Duan-Ge gauge potential decomposition theory [15] , Duan and Zhang found (N − 1) U (1) magnetic monopole gauge fields, i.e. Wu-Yang potentials [16] , of the extended SU (N ) gauge theory [17] [18] [19] . These Wu-Yang potentials are completely expressed by local gauge transformations U (x) ∈ SU (N ). We will study the exact relation between Wu-Yang potentials and Berry connection for a general N -level quantum system, this is an interesting extension for SU (2) magnetization because the density operator includes the mixed state also. We develop a Cartan subalgebra local bases parametrization method for the density matrix of a general N -level quantum system [20] . We can prove the Wu-Yang potentials of this quantum system are the projection of su(N ) flat connection 1 ig ∂ µ U U † on (N − 1) Cartan subalgebra local bases n i , which theoretically relate to (N − 1) topological quasi-particles similar to magnetic skyrmions in SU (2) , this provides us a new clue for creating topological quasi-particles.
In general, despite U (x) adiabatically evolution or not, the (N − 1) Wu-Yang potentials always exist and relate to general geometric phase of pure or mixed state [21] . However, when the adiabatic approximation is satisfied, by taking the adiabatic unitary evolution as a local gauge transformation U (x), we will find that N Berry connections of the N -level quantum system can be expressed by U (x). The weighted average for these Berry connections with respect to the eigenvalues of density operator is equal to the expectation value of flat connection with respect to the final state of the adiabatic unitary evolution. An exact relation between Wu-Yang potentials and the weighted average of Berry connections is obtained in the condition of adiabatic approximation. We will find in the case of SU (2) magnetic skyrmions, the Berry connection is proportional to Wu-Yang potential exactly, and the magnetic skyrmion and Wu-Yang magnetic monopole have the same algebra structure. Therefore, the magnetic skyrmions are quasi-magnetic monopoles in magnetic materials, which is related to the abundant topological structure in Skyrme theory [22, 23] .
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we study the Wu-Yang potentials of a general N -level quantum system, which is based on the parametrization of density operator by su(N ) Cartan subalgebra local bases. In section III, we discuss the charge of Wu-Yang magnetic monopole for SU (2) case, it naturally relates to a magnetic skyrmion charge. In section IV, we take the su(2) Cartan subalgebra local basis as the local magnetization of magnetic material, so the magnetic skyrmion is analyzed by gauge transformations. In section V, we study the exact relation between SU (N ) Wu-Yang potentials and Berry connection in adiabatic approximation.
II. THE WU-YANG POTENTIALS OF N -LEVEL
QUANTUM SYSTEM
In this section, we analyze the emergent gauge fields for a general N -level quantum system by using su(N ) Cartan subalgebra local bases parametrization.
For a general N -level quantum system, its quan- 
where the Lie algebra bases T a (a = 1, 2, · · · , N 2 − 1)
are generators of SU (N ) Lie group in fundamental representation and the Lie algebra vector is v ≡ v a T a ∈ su(N ). We use the convention of summation over repeated indices.
The vector space for su(N ) Lie algebra is composed of vector bases T a , when we use the conventions of normalization relations
and the commutation and anticommutation relations
the constant in eq.(1) ensure that (v, v) = 1 for pure states and (v, v) < 1 for mixed states, where the definition of the inner product of Lie algebra vectors is
The restricted region of v from the positive semidefinite condition of ρ was analytically obtained in ref. [24, 25] . More specifically, since the eigenvalues of ρ, we denote it as a n (n = 1, 2, · · · , N ), are invariant under unitary transformations, the necessary and sufficient condition for density matrix ρ, as described in ref. [20, 26] , is
where ρ d ≡ a n ρ n . The ρ n (n = 1, 2, · · · , N ) is the pure state density matrix ρ n = Diag(0, · · · , 0, 1, 0, · · · , 0)
with the single 1 in the n-th diagonal. The a n satisfies n a n = 1 and 0 ≤ a n ≤ 1. In the following, we study the case of non-degenerate for the non-zero a n , for convenience, we assume a 1 = a 2 = · · · = a m−1 = 0(m ∈ Z, 1 ≤ m ≤ N ) and 0 < a m < a m+1 < · · · < a N ≤ 1.
The U in eq.(5) is any special unitary transformation
For a given element U (x) ∈ SU (N ), the local bases of su(N ) Lie algebra are defined as
where we use x = {x µ }(µ = 1, 2, · · · , D) to represent the coordinate of the N -level quantum system in any D-dimensional parameter space, which can be the real space, the momentum space and other parameter spaces, and we assume that the density operator is defined smoothly and single-valued in these parameter spaces.
Moreover, the Cartan subalgebra of su(N ) Lie algebra is composed of diagonal generators H i (i = 1, 2, · · · , N − 1) which satisfy [H i , H j ] = 0. In this vector space of su(N ) Cartan subalgebra, the local bases are defined as
It can be proved that n i still satisfy the property of Cartan subalgebra [n i , n j ] = 0.
Using Cartan subalgebra local bases, the density matrix of eq.(5) is expressed as(Appendix A)
where the components u i (i = 1, 2, · · · , N − 1) are well determined by a n as
So the density matrix of the N -level quantum system is parameterized by using su(N ) Cartan subalgebra local bases as given in eq.(10) and eq.(11) i.e. u ≡
Each local basis n i is a general su(N ) Lie algebra vector in parameter space, its covariant derivative is defined as
where g is coupling constant and A µ ≡ A a µ T a is SU (N ) gauge potential, it is also a Lie algebra vector. We can project A µ to the directions of local bases of Cartan subalgebra and other directions perpendicular to these local bases [17] [18] [19] 
On the other hand, using the definition of n i , it can be easily proved that
which means that
where K µ ≡ 1 ig ∂ µ U U † and we can verify that it is just the flat connection of SU (N ).
Analogous to the 't Hooft SU (2) gauge-invariant electromagnetic tensor [14] of magnetic monopoles, Duan and Zhang use the gauge potential decomposition theory to define the extended SU (N ) gaugeinvariant electromagnetic tensor as [17] [18] [19] 
where
field strength. Using eq.(13) one can prove(Appendix B)
where A i µ ≡ (A µ , n i ). When we take K µ as A µ , the f i µν in eq.(16) equals 0 because D µ n i = 0 and F µν (K) = 0.
So according to eq.(17), we obtain
is named as i-th Wu-Yang potential which is used to describe magnetic monopole [16] . On the other hand, a i µ is the projection of SU (N ) flat connection K µ ≡ 1 ig ∂ µ U U † on the i-th Cartan subalgebra local basis n i and K i µν is Wu-Yang curvature tensor corresponding to i-th Wu-Yang potential a i µ . K i µν is a U (1) magnetic monopole electromagnetic field tensor, so for N -level pure or mixed quantum system, its emergent gauge fields are magnetic monopole electromagnetic fields, but note that we put no constraints on the dimension of parameter space now.
The definition of Wu-Yang potentials and Wu-Yang curvature tensors provide us a method for the calculation of emergent electromagnetic fields, it is independent on state and gauge condition but only depend on local gauge transformation U (x). In the following, we mainly use this method to analyze the magnetic monopole property of magnetic skyrmions and the relation between Wu-Yang potentials and Berry connection.
III. THE TOPOLOGICAL CHARGE OF

2-LEVEL QUANTUM SYSTEM
In this section, we analyze the topological charge of a general 2-level quantum system. For SU (2) case, τ a = 1 2 σ a (a = 1, 2, 3) are generators of SU (2) Lie group, where σ a is Pauli matrix. Its Cartan subalgebra index i only equals to 3, so the SU (2) Wu-Yang
, where U ∈ SU (2) and g is substituted with an emergent charge q e , which will be explained later. The Cartan subalgebra indices i, k in eq.(18) also should be 3, so the Wu-Yang curvature tensor becomes
Because n 3 is a su(2) Lie algebra vector, so we can expand it as n 3 = n a 3 τ a , where n a 3 (a = 1, 2, 3) are its components. Using the commutation relation of Pauli matrices and the definition of the inner product of Lie algebra,
So the magnetic monopole charge G of SU (2) Wu-
which has a electromagnetic field distribution corresponding to its positive or negative charge. When we consider S 2 as a single-point compactification of a two-dimensional disk D 2 with a uniform field on the
Then G corresponds to a quantization magnetic flux in Σ.
Furthermore, we can see that the Wu-Yang magnetic monopole must have an n 3 field distribution.
Considering n 3 comes from U τ 3 U † , n 3 can be viewed as spin operator in magnetic material and its direction is determined by local gauge transformation U .
So far, physicists still have not found any real magnetic monopole, but eq.(23) provides us one clue to explore quasi-magnetic monopole in magnetic system.
In fact, this configuration of eq.(23) appears in many different materials [27] . In the following section, we will discuss the physical realization of quasi-magnetic monopole in (2 + 1)-dimensional magnetic material, in which the magnetization configuration can be precisely manipulated in laboratory. 1, 2, 3 ). We know that su(2) Cartan subalgebra is τ 3 , and its corresponding local basis is n 3 (r, t) = U (r, t)τ 3 U † (r, t), where n 3 (r, t) remains a su(2) Lie algebra vector and can be expressed as
From this point of view, we assume m(r, t) ≡ n 3 (r, t),
that is to say, we describe the local unit magnetization as a su(2) Cartan subalgebra local basis. After replacing the local magnetization m with the su (2) Cartan subalgebra local basis n 3 , the SU (2) Wu-Yang potential we discussed in previous section will has a real physical effect that we can detect it in magnetic materials, and we can use it to explain the theoretical origin of the emergent electromagnetic field and Berry phase phenomenal produced in magnetic materials.
According to eq.(25) and the replacing m a with n a 3 , the Wu-Yang curvature tensor K 3 µν of (2 + 1)dimensional magnetic material can be expressed as
According to eq.(23), it is obvious that the Wu-Yang magnetic monopole charge can be expressed as
Many theoretical and experimental studies have proved [12, 27] that skyrmions in (2 + 1)-dimensional magnetic materials have the following structure
where m is unit magnetization and the value of single skyrmion charge S is +1 or −1. Now by comparing eq.(27) and eq.(28), we find
that is to say, a skyrmion number S always correspond to a Wu-Yang magnetic monopole charge G, and q e is the emergent electric charge of magnetic skyrmions which satisfies the non-Abelian analog of Dirac quantization condition [28] i.e. eq.(29). The magnetization configuration itself can be regarded as a quasimagnetic monopole.
The magnetization configuration of magnetic skyrmions originates from the competition between exchange interaction and DM interaction in a external magnetic field [3, 29] . As a topological protect quasiparticle with many advantages for technological spintronic applications [4, 5] , now magnetic skyrmion is the active research subject of theoretical and experimental. The experiment researchings like magnetic skyrmion topological Hall effect [30] et. verified that skyrmion has emergent electromagnetic field [12] . Theoretically, the emergent electromagnetic field of magnetic skyrmion originates from a Berry phase, it is obtained by an adiabatic process. However the Wu-Yang potential can be expressed as a general gauge transformation, in spite of adiabatic or not, so we think that the SU (2) Wu-Yang potential is a theoretical origin of spin Berry phase, we will further explain it in the following section.
V. BERRY CONNECTION IN GAUGE TRANSFORMATION VIEWPOINT
In the preceding section, we find the relation between SU (2) Wu-Yang monopole charge and skyrmion number. In this section, we connect our Cartan subalgebra local bases method to spin Berry connection, and then we discuss the general relation between SU (N ) Wu-Yang potentials and Berry connection of pure or mixed state.
In ferromagnetic materials, the spin Berry connection is defined as the overlap of the neighbor spin coherent states [10] . Now we express the spin Berry connection of a (2+1)-dimensional magnetization con- 
explicitly m(r, t) = U (r, t) m 0 (r)U † (r, t). (31) where l is the rotation axis (33)
So the gauge transformation from | m 0 (r) to | m(r, t)
is expressed as
where | m 0 (r) ↑ = 1 0 and | m 0 (r) ↓ = 0 1 . It is well known that the matrix form of U is
Moreover, we identify this gauge transformation eq.(30) with a unitary time-evolution operator which evolve the initial state | m 0 (r) to | m(r, t) with a
proper Hamiltonian h(t), and it is expressed as [31] 
where T is the time-ordering operator. The adiabatic approximation condition in time-evolution process define a process without jumping from a given eigenvalue to another eigenvalue, that is Under this approximation conditon, the spin Berry connection [10, 32] is calculated as
and
So we define a SU (2) Berry connection matrix as
On the other hand, for the same gauge transformation U (r, t), the SU (2) Wu-Yang pontential can be calculated as
So obviously
So the spin Berry connection of a smooth magnetization configuration is proportional to Wu-Yang potential with a factor ± 2 qe . Particularly, to a static skyrmion m(r), a real space spin Berry connection serves as emergent gauge field which originates from SU (2) Wu-Yang potential exactly.
Now we study the SU (N ) Berry connection and
Wu-Yang poteneials in adiabatic unitary evolution.
Similar to the case of SU (2) magnetization, the uniform field in parameter space that we need is [20, 21] u 0 (x) ≡ ρ d = a n ρ n .
There are N orthogonal eigenstates for u 0 (x)
For an explicit U (x, t) ∈ SU (N ), the unitary evolution path is
and the orthogonal eigenstates for u(x, t) are
Under the adiabatic approximation conditon eq.(38), the Berry connections for SU (N ) are calculated as
Now the SU (N ) Berry connection matrix can be defined as
The weighted average of A µ for pure or mixed state is an average of A µn with probability a n [21] ,
Reversing eq.(10) we obtain
then
So the explicit meaning of the weighted average of A µ is the expectation value of flat connection respect to the final density matrix state in adiabatic unitary evolution.
Comparing eq.(52) with eq.(19) of SU (N ) Wu-Yang potentials, using eq.(10), the exact relation between Berry connection of weighted average for pure or mixed state and Wu-Yang potentials is obtained
where the u i is expressed as a n by eq.(11). In the case of SU (2) magnetic skyrmion, N = 2 and the unit magnetization vector correspond to pure state i.e. a 1 = 1, a 2 = 0 or a 1 = 0, a 2 = 1, so using eq.(11) we obtain u 1 = a 1 = 1 or u 1 = a 2 = −1, that is to say
that is exactly the eq.(43).
To summarize the discussion above, the methods of creating or deleting magnetic skyrmion in magnetic material [4] 
VI. CONCLUSION
Since magnetic skyrmions were observed in ferromagnetic materials [1, 2] , various novel properties of magnetic skyrmion have been detected which mainly owing to its topological characteristics. Usually, the emergent electromagnetic field of magnetic skyrmions is considered to be a useful tool for understanding these properties [12] . To obtain this emergent electromagnetic field from the magnetization configuration of skyrmion itself, using the method of gauge transformation, we take the local magnetization in magnetic material as a su(2) Cartan subalgebra local basis. Then we verified that the SU (2) Wu-Yang potential equals to the adiabatical Berry connection multiplied by a factor ± 2 qe , so the same algebraic structure between magnetic skyrmion and Wu-Yang monopole suggest that the magnetic skyrmion is quasi-magnetic monopole.
Moreover, by extending the discussion from SU (2) case to SU (N ), we find that the magnetization is naturally replaced by density operator ρ.
And then, by applying the su(N ) Cartan subalgebra parametrization method to this density operator, we obtain (N − 1) Wu-Yang potentials of a general N - 2i(i + 1) Diag(1, 1, · · · , 1, −i, 0, · · · , 0), (55) where −i is the (i + 1)-th diagonal element. The ρ d in eq.(5) is ρ d ≡ a n ρ n = Diag(a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a N ),
with ρ n = Diag(0, 0, · · · , 1, 0, · · · , 0), where 1 is the n-th diagonal element. A recursive relation between ρ n (n = 1, 2, · · · , N ) and H i (i = 1, 2, · · · , N − 1) is
After summation, the ρ n is expressed as
We calculate the ρ 1 as
Then
)(1 − (a 1 + a 2 + · · · + a i+1 ))
So
with
VIII. APPENDIX B
We begin from the projection formula eq.(13)
A µ = (A µ , n k ) + [[A µ , n k ], n k ].
(63)
The differential of A µ is
(64) and the projection of ∂ µ A ν to n i is 
where we used (n i , [n k , L]) = 0 for any L ∈ su(N ) in the second equal sign, and we used eq.(63) in the fifth equal sign. According to 
where we used eq.(68) in second equal sign. After transposition, and using eq.(65) we obtain
